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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Citrix Administrator monitoring virtual machine network
performance is unable to see memory utilization data in
XenCenter.
Why is the administrator unable to monitor memory utilization
data?
A. SR-IOV is NOT configured.
B. Performance monitor service is NOT running.
C. Additional administrative rights are required to monitor
memory utilization.

D. XenServer tools are NOT installed on the virtual machines.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference: http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX137648
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Yes
A Basic Load Balancer supports virtual machines in a single
availability set or virtual machine scale set.
Box 2: Yes
When using load-balancing rules with Azure Load Balancer, you
need to specify health probes to allow Load Balancer to detect
the backend endpoint status. The configuration of the health
probe and probe responses determine which backend pool
instances will receive new flows. You can use health probes to
detect the failure of an application on a backend endpoint. You
can also generate a custom response to a health probe and use
the health probe for flow control to manage load or planned
downtime. When a health probe fails, Load Balancer will stop
sending new flows to the respective unhealthy instance.
Outbound connectivity is not impacted, only inbound
connectivity is impacted.
Box 3: No
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/skus
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balan
cer-custom-probe-overview
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: 5
A public and a private IP address can be assigned to a single
network interface.
Box 2: 1
You can associate zero, or one, network security group to each
virtual network subnet and network interface in a virtual
machine. The same network security group can be associated to
as many subnets and network interfaces as you choose.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtualnetwork-network-interface-addresses
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